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Abstract—The recent advances in cloud services, Internet of
Things (IoT) and Cellular networks have made cloud computing
an attractive option for intelligent traffic signal control (ITSC).
Using cloud computing significantly reduces the cost of cables,
installation, number of devices used, and maintenance. ITSC
systems based on cloud computing lower the cost of the ITSC
systems and make it possible to scale the system by utilizing the
existing powerful cloud platforms such as Google Cloud Platform
(GCP), Microsoft Azure, and Amazon Web Service (AWS).
While such systems have significant potential, one of the
critical problems that should be addressed is the network delay. It
is well-known that network delay in message propagation is hard
to prevent, which could potentially degrade the performance of
a system or even create safety issues for vehicles at intersections.
In this paper, we introduce a new traffic signal control
algorithm based on reinforcement learning, which performs well
even under severe network delay. The framework introduced
in this paper can be helpful for all agent-based systems using
remote computing resources where network delay could be
a critical concern. Extensive simulation results obtained for
different scenarios show the viability of the designed algorithm
for coping with network delay.
Index Terms—cloud computing, intelligent traffic signal con-
trol, intelligent transportation system, vehicular networks, rein-
forcement learning,artificial intelligence, network latency
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent advances in technologies such as the Internet of
Things (IoT), cloud services, mobile computing, and cellular
networks have made cloud computing an attractive option for
intelligent traffic signal control (ITSC). Such an approach can
significantly reduce the cost of cables, installation, devices
used, and maintenance. Therefore, several cloud computing
based traffic systems were proposed recently [1]–[3].
To reduce cost, in most of the proposed systems, the
vehicles and traffic signal control agents connect to the cloud
in a wireless manner, e.g., through LTE, LTE-A, or 5G
connections. While such systems have a huge potential, one of
the critical problems that needs to be addressed is the network
delay. Unexpected network delay could potentially degrade the
performance of the system, or even create serious safety issues.
Cloud computing is also a very interesting option for Virtual
Traffic Lights (VTL) [4]–[6] technology, which proposes to
equip traffic light devices in vehicles and yield infrastructure-
free traffic signal control. While initially proposed to imple-
ment with Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications, VTL
could take advantage of the rapid developments in cloud com-
puting, smart phone applications as well as cellular networks
(such as LTE, 5G), and can be implemented with a cloud
and smart phone based system. Clearly, in this case, network
delay is a critical concern because even if one of the devices
can’t receive traffic phase information in time, accidents might
happen.
It is well-known that unexpected network delay due to
random events during propagation is a very hard problem to
avoid entirely. An ITSC algorithm which tolerates a certain
degree of delay is therefore a more realistic solution. However,
implementing this approach is non-trivial since there isn’t a
comprehensive ITSC model that takes network delay into con-
sideration. Therefore, Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL),
an artificial intelligence (AI) algorithm that has recently be-
come very popular [7] (observe that DRL can find optimal
solutions for complicated problems without a comprehensive
analysis of the model itself), could be a good option to explore
for the aforementioned problem.
In this paper, we design an ITSC algorithm that takes
network delay into consideration. The algorithm is based on
DRL and is able to perform well under a certain level of
network delay. The algorithm could be helpful for cloud-
based systems where network delay is a concern. By using
the algorithm proposed in this paper, these systems can be
implemented in the real-world.
II. RELATED WORKS
Cloud computing has been widely explored for vehicular
usage in recent years. To name a few, [8], [9] discusses
vehicular cloud in terms of the design principle, architecture,
and research issues pertaining to the vehicular cloud. [10], on
the other hand, proposes a traffic monitoring system based
on cloud computing and IoT that monitors vehicles using
RFID and wireless sensor networks. [11] proposes a hybrid
cloud computing framework of Dedicated Short-Range Com-
munication (DSRC) and cellular network to utilize resources
of OnBoard Unit (OBU), RoadSide Unit (RSU) as well as
centralized cloud to reduce cellular network usage and increase
the processing speed.
The latency of cloud computing for vehicular use is a
well known issue and many different approaches have been
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proposed thus far to address this concern. As an example,
[12] introduced an infrastructure model that forms low latency
vehicular service clouds on-the-fly, and reduces latency by
using edge computing. Several other studies introduce fog
computing into vehicular environments to enable low-latency
services [13], [14]. Unfortunately, all these solutions require
additional infrastructure, hence are not suitable for the ITSC
systems considered in this paper.
Several other research studies aim to use vehicular cloud
for traffic signal control. [1] propose a cloud based traffic
signal control system based on camera detection. [2] intro-
duces another cloud based system that gathers data through
RFID from vehicles and generates ’green wave traffic’. These
studies focus on utilization of the computation power in the
cloud and assume ideal network connections; hence, network
latency could potentially degrade the performance of these
systems. [3] proposes cyber-physical system that is based on
virtual cloud and cellphones. The author makes an interesting
observation that the physical infrastructures will gradually
move to the virtual space, substituted by display units inside
vehicles as well as virtual cloud, which is the main idea of
Virtual Traffic Lights (VTL).
VTL is a technology initially proposed based on DSRC
technology to yield fully infrastructure-free traffic signal sys-
tem displayed in vehicles [4]–[6]. While the initial concept is
based on DSRC, clearly, such idea can also be implemented
using smart phones and cloud (refer to Section III and Figure
1b) to utilize the powerful cloud platforms and services. One
of the key technical issues in migrating from a DSRC based
distributed method to a centralized cloud-based method is
the network latency, as vehicles need to forward real-time
information to the cloud server, and display the in-time traffic
signal command received from the cloud.
On the other hand, several research groups have also ex-
plored the use of DRL in ITSC recently [15]–[18]. While these
studies show that DRL algorithm indeed optimizes the ITSC
systems, DRL only outperforms existing traffic optimization
methods in a minor way (if any). A more interesting applicatio
of DRL in traffic signal control is to apply it over partially
detected ITSC (PD-ITSC) where only a proportion of vehicles
are detected [19], [20]. Since there isn’t any existing analytic
model for such systems, DRL can serve as a powerful tool that
can solve the problem quickly. The success of applying DRL
to the aforementioned systems indicates that DRL could be a
highly viable method for traffic signal control where network
delay could be a problem.
In this paper, we introduce a DRL based algorithm to
address the concern on network delay. While the algorithm
is primarily designed for migrating the VTL system from
distributed DSRC system to cloud-based VTL (C-VTL) sys-
tem, the results and findings in this paper suggest that the
framework introduced could be potentially useful for all the
aforementioned ITSC systems to build a delay-tolerant traffic
signal control algorithm (formally introduced in Section III-B).
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
A. Cloud-based ITSC System
For convenience, we first introduce two illustartive examples
of cloud-based ITSC systems. Note that the algorithm is also
useful for other systems as well; the systems introduced below
are just two common cases of the many applicable examples.
1) Cloud Traffic System (CTS): Figure 1a shows the Cloud
Traffic System (CTS) of interest. In this ITSC system, vehicles
forward their geo-information to the cloud server through a
cellular network (e.g., LTE) using cellphone or other devices
in a periodical manner. The cloud server gathers the traffic
information sent from vehicles and decides the traffic signal
phase(s) at the intersection. The cloud server then forwards the
decision to traffic light(s) controller. The controller receives
the command and keeps or switches the traffic signal phase
accordingly.
Obviously, if there is a latency between vehicles and the
cloud server, the cloud server won’t be able to make correct
decision in a timely manner, and traffic phase command will
not be able to arrive in time. Meanwhile, the network delay
for different vehicles can be different, if the cloud server is not
aware of this fact, the server might make incorrect decisions
that could lead to undesirable consequences.
2) Cloud-based Virtual Traffic Lights (C-VTL): Cloud-
based Virtual Traffic Lights (C-VTL) system is another cloud-
based system that has huge potential. This system could be
used in future generations of traffic lights. The concept of the
system is shown in figure 1b, each vehicle has a cellular device
with a display unit (e.g., a smartphone). The geo-information
of each vehicle is forwarded to the cloud server via a cellular
network (e.g., LTE) for decision making. The cloud server
receives the messages and make traffic light phase decision
for the corresponding intersection accordingly, and send the
decision to all relevant vehicles. Each vehicle receives traffic
light phase decision and display the traffic light phase (i.e.,
green light, red light or amber light) for itself on its display
unit.
Network latency can be even more critical for C-VTL
system in comparison to the CTS system. The network delay
issue discussed in Section III-A1 is also a concern for C-VTL
systems. Furthermore, for C-VTL, since each vehicle displays
the traffic signal information to its driver on its own display
unit (as opposed to CTS condition, where all vehicles look at
the same traffic light), with different network delay, the traffic
light phase on different device might not even be synchronized.
Such circumstances can even result in traffic accidents if two
vehicles in orthogonal approaches both have green lights due
to the aforementioned network delay.
From the discussion above, one can observe that network
delay is a critical concern for cloud-based ITSC systems, both
CTS and C-VTL. In the next subsection, we formally introduce
the network delay problem and the technical task that this
paper aims to solve.
(a) Conceptual figure showing the Cloud traffic system (CTS)
(b) Conceptual figure of the Cloud based Virtual Traffic Lights
(C-VTL) system
Fig. 1. Two possible cloud based intelligent traffic light system of interest
B. Delay-tolerant algorithm
As it is very hard (if not impossible) to completely eliminate
network delay between mobile devices and cloud server, in
this paper, we consider network delay as an inevitable event
or a given design parameter that should be taken into account
from the beginning. For the traffic signal control problem, we
categorize the network delay as forward network delay and
backward network delay. The delay of vehicles forwarding the
geo-information to the server is denoted as forward network
delay or forward delay; the delay of the server forwarding
traffic light phase command to the device (traffic light in CTS
or mobile device in C-VTL) is denoted as backward network
delay or backward delay. For both kinds of delay, we assume
a maximum value: td1 for maximum forward delay and td2 for
maximum backward delay. Note that td1 and td2 are the design
parameters that are known when designing the algorithm for
a certain intersection.
As the main goal of this paper, with the known the max-
imum backward delay td1 and maximum forward delay td2,
we want to find the optimized traffic signal control algorithm,
we denote this algorithm as a delay-tolerant algorithm.
IV. METHODOLOGY
A. Overview
As stated above, in this paper, we consider the network
delay as a given or an inevitable event that we cannot control,
and design the algorithm with known maximum forward delay
td1 and backward delay td2. The two parameters can be
considered as design parameters for the algorithm for realistic
applications. One can increase the two parameters to make
the algorithm ’safer’, but as a trade-off, the performance of
the algorithm will degrade.
We consider vehicles forwarding messages to the server
periodically and the server periodically issues the traffic light
phase command and sends it back with the same period. For
convenience, we discretize time by the period as time steps.
In the rest of the paper, the unit of time, such as td1, td2 are
all considered to be steps.
The fundamental idea is: for the cloud server, instead of
doing decision for current time, it makes the decisions for a
short time period length td2 in the future. In other words,
assume current time step to be tc, the server makes decisions
for the whole period that starts at tc and ends at tc + td2.
In this way, since the maximum backward delay is td2, the
message is guaranteed to be able to arrive before tc + td2.
Analogously, instead of using the messages from vehicles at
time steps tc for decision making, we use the information at
time tc − td1. Since the maximum forward delay is td1, all
vehicles’ messages at time tc − td1 will be received at time
tc.
To that end, each message forwarded by the vehicle should
be associated with a timestamp, say t1, and the message will
be buffered by the server in its memory. The server retrieves
all the messages with timestamp t1 at the time t1 + td1 and
process it with a DRL algorithm (discussed in Section IV-B).
Each action output from the DRL agent will also be associated
with a timestamp, indicating the action is made for the time
specified on the timestamp. For the action made at time tc,
the timestamp for that action should be tc + td2.
Figure 2 concludes the algorithm on the server side. Peri-
odically, it collects messages forwarded by the vehicles and
saves them to the memory. At each time step tc, the server
retrieves all messages with timestamp tc − td1, as well as all
the previous decisions made for the time step after tc− td1 to
form the observation vector. The reason that we need to append
these actions to the state representation of the DRL algorithm
is the following: these actions are the decisions made by the
server in previous steps and already forwarded to the traffic
signal display unit. To preserve consistence, these actions can
not be modified. Since the DRL agent does not have memory,
the DRL agent needs to know what actions have previously
decided to make accurate decisions. The DRL algorithm will
output the action for time step tc + td2, and such action,
together with all the actions made for time after tc will be
sent to the traffic light display unit (traffic light for CTS or
the display unit in each vehicle for C-VTL).
Fig. 2. A diagram of the algorithm
In the next subsection, we will elaborate on the DRL
algorithm.
B. Deep Reinforcement Learning
Section IV-A shows the overall process of the algorithm.
Within this process, the DRL algorithm is treated as a black
box that inputs the observation at tc− td1 and decides actions
after time step tc−td1 and outputs the action for tc+td2. In this
subsection, we will give more details on the DRL algorithm.
DRL is an algorithm that trains an agent which interacts
with environment to correctly select actions which optimize
a certain goal. There are different DRL algorithms, in this
paper, we choose Deep Q learning (DQL) algorithm [7]. In Q
learning algorithm, the agent learns the action-value function
known as ’Q-value’, Q(St, At). Q-value is a function that
maps current state St to the expected cumulative discounted
future reward given state and action. At every time step, the
agent updates its Q value with the following fomula:
Q(St, At) = Q(St, At) + α(Rt+1 + γmaxQ(St+1, At)
−Q(St, At))
In the equation, α is the learning rate of the algorithm and Rt
is the reward for time t. To adopt the algorithm for a specific
problem, one needs to define the observation state, action, and
reward. In this paper, we use similar state observation, action
and reward defined in [19] with minor modifications.
1) State observation: For traffic state representation, we
choose to use Compact State Representation (CSR) proposed
in [19], as CSR representation was proved to be effective in
previous work. In this paper, the state representation for the
DRL is the CSR state representation appending the previously
decided action from tc− td1 to tc+ td2. The detail of the state
representation is shown in Table I.
TABLE I
STATE REPRESENTATION
Information Representation
Detected car
count
Number of detected vehicles in each approach
(normalized by maximum capacity of the lane)
Distance Distance to nearest detected vehicle on each
approach
Phase time How much time elapsed in current phase (in
seconds)
Amber phase Indicator of amber phase; 1 if currently in amber
phase, otherwise 0
Current phase An integer to represent current traffic signal
phase
Current time (op-
tional)
Current time of the day
Previously
decided actions
Previously decided actions for time step tc−td1
to tc + td2
2) Action: The relevant actions for the a traffic display unit
is either to keep the current phase or to switch to the next one.
The action is encoded to be either 1 or 0, where keeping the
current phase is 1 and switching to the next phase is 0.
3) Reward: We use the same reward in [19] as it is proven
to be effective:
Rt = −
∑
c∈C
1
vmax,c
[vmax,c − vc(t)] (1)
In the equation, Rt denotes reward at time t, vmax,c is the
maximum speed of vehicle c, vc(t) is the vehicle c’s actual
speed at time t and C is the set of all vehicles of interest.
V. SIMULATIONS
A. Simulation settings
We use Gym Trafficlights [21], a traffic environment de-
veloped based on SUMO [22] and OpenAI Gym [23] for
reinforcement learning related studies. The simulation code
can be found in [24]. We tested the algorithm on the sim-
ple environment provided by Gym Trafficlights with 3 differ-
ent but realistic regimes of car flow :
1) Sparse: Only very few vehicles come to the intersection,
which corresponds to a midnight situation, e.g., the car
flow at 2 AM in the morning.
2) Dense: Many vehicles come to the intersection, which
corresponds to the rush hour situation, e.g., car flow at
8 AM.
3) Medium: Intermediate car flow, which corresponds to
regular hour traffic, e.g., car flow at 2 PM.
Due to randomness, not every training will yield optimal
result (this lack of robustness might be alleviated by adopting
an LSTM strategy and perform a curriculum learning, see VI).
Therefore, for each scenario, we conduct three independent
training processes and choose the best-performing network.
The performance of the algorithm is evaluated by the
average waiting time of vehicles at the intersection, using
5 independent 1-hour simulations. Note that even though
the algorithm has two design parameters td1 and td2, the
performance of the algorithm is only affected by the sum of
the two. Therefore, we evaluate the performance over the total
delay, namely, td1 + td2.
B. Results
Figure 3 shows the performance of the algorithm for differ-
ent car flows. For all three cases, we find a common trend: the
performance curve can be divided into two phases. In phase
1, the average waiting time gradually increases with the total
maximum delay. The convexity switches from convex upward
to convex downward during this phase. When the delay is
larger than a certain value, the average waiting time will stop
increasing and the curve enters phase 2. In phase 2, the average
waiting time does NOT increase with maximum total delay
anymore. Instead, it stays constant at the performance of an
optimal pre-timed traffic light. This two-phase behavior or
trend agrees with our intuition: when the delay is very large,
the detection of individual vehicles is less useful; hence, the
optimized solution is just the optimal pre-timed traffic light
(we also have confirmed this visually in the simulation that
under when the total delay is high, the traffic light collapses to
a fixed-time traffic light with optimal phase-split and period).
It is also interesting to observe that, in all the three cases, the
experienced performance loss is relatively small when delay
goes up to 2 seconds. This behavior suggests that the algorithm
will be able to tolerate a certain degree of delay without a
major performance loss. Even with high delay, the algorithm
will still converge to the optimal pre-timed signal with the
best phase split and period for that intersection. This will out-
perform a fixed traffic light that’s not optimal to the current car
flow, which is very common at most of today’s intersection.
For example, if we consider a fixed-time traffic light of 30
seconds phase time (which is not the optimum, but very
common), it will yield 13 seconds of waiting time under sparse
car flow, 15 seconds of waiting time under medium car flow
and 27 seconds of waiting time under dense car flow. Observe
that these values are much higher than the performance shown
in figure 3.
For the sparse flow, we observe that the period of phase 1
is roughly 4 seconds, which is shorter than medium and dense
car flow. This is due to the fact that when the car flow is sparse,
it is more important to detect each vehicle’s current location
to optimize traffic signal. While the trends are the same, we
observe that the percentage performance loss with delay is
much smaller for the dense flow than the sparse and medium
flow: it is 50% for small and medium flow but less than 30%
for dense flow. The reason behind this is the following: when
there are more vehicles, the information of vehicles’ current
position is not as important, and the optimization of traffic is
therefore less effective. The fact that vehicles’ position helps
optimizing traffic in a smaller way when car flow is dense
indicates that the algorithm can tolerate higher delay in dense
traffic condition and is very robust under heavy traffic flows.
When the traffic flow is high, the delay is expected to be
higher because of the limited bandwidth of cellular network;
(a) Performance over sparse car flow
(b) Performance over medium car flow
(c) Performance over dense car flow
Fig. 3. Performance over different car flow
hence, it’s a desirable feature that the algorithm will be able
to tolerate higher delay in dense traffic condition.
VI. DISCUSSION
Based on the simulation results shown in figure 3, one
can make a recommendation on how to choose the design
parameters td1 and td2. Since in phase 1 (defined in section
V-B), the convexity switches from convex upward to convex
downward, this means that before the convexity switching
point, the waiting time is relatively flat than after the switching
point. Therefore, we can choose the convexity switching point
to be our total maximum delay to achieve a balance or trade-
off between performance and safety. Namely, 3 seconds for
intersection with sparse car flow, 4 seconds for medium car
flow and 3 seconds for dense car flow. Of course, one should
also consider the realistic scenario of a certain intersection. For
example, for an intersection with good cellular coverage, one
should choose lower maximum delay value to achieve higher
performance.
In reality, a latency over 3 seconds is very rare. For example,
if we model the latency as a Rayleigh distribution [25] and
consider an under-performed network with average latency as
high as 500 ms (very under-performed), then the probability
that the latency is more than 3 seconds is 6.1 × 10−13.
This means that if one forwards information every 100ms,
to eventually find one message having latency larger than 3
seconds, one need to wait 5196.8 years.
Future research should consider introducing Recurrent Neu-
ral Network (RNN) architectures, e.g., Long Short-Term Mem-
ory (LSTM) as one of the DQN layers. The benefit of such
a structure is that the topology of the network will remain
the same for different maximum delay. This will enable
curriculum learning for different delay which, in turn, will
increase the stability of training (refer to section V).
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a Deep Reinforcement Learning based delay-
tolerant ITSC algorithm is proposed for intelligent traffic
signal control. The algorithm is designed to mitigate the
performance loss and eliminate the underlying safety issues
in cloud-based ITSC systems caused by network latency.
Simulation results clearly indicate that the algorithm will
be able to tolerate up to 3 seconds of total delay without
major performance loss. Therefore, the proposed algorithm is
suitable for real world deployment, and hence, is of interest for
infrastructure-based as well as infrastructure-free ITSC sys-
tems based on cloud computing as well as other technologies
that requires a remote computation resource.
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